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Student
 
Contends
 
Competent
 
Cynics  
Are
 
Non
-Existent
 
Lincoln
 
Randall
 
Says
 
Ferrasci
 
Article
 
Is
 
Wrong
 
_ 
By 
LINCOLN
 
RANDALL
 
It 
has
 
long
 
remained
 a mystery
 
to 
me
 
why
 
the 
lesser primates 
in-
variably
 
choose
 a 
person of 
the 
first
 
order
 
when
 they 
are 
moved  to 
heap
 
invective
 upon 
someone.
 
Why
 
is 
it, 
for 
instance, 
that
 of 
all
 
the
 
possibilities,
 Miss Ferrasci, 
in 
her
 
article,
 
selected,
 
with 
the 
precision
 
of 
a micrometer, 
no 
less 
a 
person
 
than  
the right honorable 
Henry  
L 
Mencken,  when
 her im-
pertinent
 
snoopings
 
revealed
 that 
several
 
students
 were not exactly 
pursuing
 
the 
curriculum 
provided 
for 
and  
enforced  by legal interdict? 
NO 
COMPETENT
 
CYNICS  
This, no doubt, is disturbing to 
Miss 
Ferrasci.
 She, 
apparently
 
feels 
that 
anything
 above her 
capacity
 to 
comprehend 
must  be 
unholy,
 sus-
picious, lascivious, indecent,
 and 
more than ordinarily
 offensive. 
It 
is
 my opinion, now that my 
Investigation  has been 
completed, 
that we can not 
boast a really 
competent
 cynic. As I 
understand 
It, 
the  thing that 
differentiates  the 
cynic from the 
Neanderthals 
is 
that the cynic, 
at least, knows
 what 
not to 
believe,  and 
that
 may be 
said of very few 
persons upon 
this, 
or, for 
that 
matter,
 any 
other  Am-
erican 
campus.
 
CHARGES
 POOR 
SPIRIT 
Then,  too, 
Miss  Ferrasci
 shows
 
rather 
poor spirit
 in 
attempting  
to 
enlist
 
in 
her 
crusade, the 
puissant  
and 
trancendental
 powers
 believed,
 
along
 
with
 a 
number  
of other rid-
iculous
 
things,  
to reside in 
the 
tower.
 
And,
 
incidentally,
 may I sug--
gest,
 
for  
the 
preservation of 
dec-
orum,
 
that
 
we
 
students  
wait
 until 
we
 
are  
no
 
less
 than three 
genera-
tions
 
removed
 
from "da 
monk"  
and
 
the
 
hurdy-gurdy
 
before  we in-
sist
 
that
 
our  
fellow 
students
 
be 
incontinently
 
and 
summarily
 
de-
posited
 
in 
the 
gutter.
 
"Towers"
 
Suggested
 as 
Suitable
 
Name
 Change 
By
 
Interested
 
Student
 
By 
VERNON
 
WALLACE
 
Perhaps
 
the
 
most  
significant
 
part
 
of
 
our
 
campus
 
is 
the Tower.  
As
 
we
 
enter
 
the
 
Quad
 
it 
stands  
imposing,
 
compelling,
 
aspiring.
 
What
 
more
 
fitting
 
than that  
we 
call
 
ourselves
 
"THE
 
TOWERS".
 
It 
Will
 
at
 
once
 
identify
 us,
 physically
 
and
 
mentally,
 
with
 
all the 
name
 
May
 
I 
suggest
 
that
 the column
 
"World
 
News
 
Highlight"  be 
de-
voted
 
to
 
what
 
the 
heading
 suggests,  
namely
 
things
 
of 
universal,  
con-
structive
 
Interest,
 
instead
 
of
 the 
Petty.
 
personal
 
paragraphs
 that 
sometimes
 
appear.
 
SERA
 
WORKERS
 
All
 
men
 
now
 
on
 
SERA are  
asked
 
to
 
see
 
me
 
before
 
Thursday
 
noon.
 
I 
will
 
be
 
in 
my
 
office  until 
12:30
 
on
 
Monday
 
and  
Thursday,
 
and
 
all
 
day
 
Wednesday.
 
Charles
 
B.
 
Goddard
 
Dean
 
of
 
Men
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STUDENTS
 
SHOULD
 
BE
 
REWARDED
 
FOR
 
EXTRA
 
ACTIVITIES
 
SAYS
 
VIVIT
 
School
 
Does
 
Not  
Provide
 
For 
Social
 
Opportunities,
 
Student
 
Claims
 
By
 
DAVID
 
T. 
VIVIT
 
In 
response
 to 
the 
president's
 
call,
 I 
take
 
this
 
opportunity
 
to 
voice 
my 
personal
 
opinion  
on 
the  
matter
 of 
credits
 for
 
activities.
 Un-
fortunately
 
my
 
peculiar  
situation
 
here 
has prevented
 me 
from
 taking 
an 
active 
part 
in extra
-curricular
 
work,  and 
I shall
 go, 
out  of 
this  
institution  
with  the 
one regret
 that 
I 
missed  a 
great  deal
 of 
college.
 
Yet I  
do not 
pretend  to be 
ignorant 
of the
 position of 
the student 
tak-
ing 
activities. 
In attempting 
to answer the 
question,
 it is necessary to 
inquire  
into the
 purposes of school activ-
ities. I have often wondered why 
the big blank under activities in 
the cards we had to fill last fall. 
It seems to me college 
emphazies 
such 
activites  as an essential part 
in the student's life, if not the 
college
 itself. 
In our 
system of college 
educat-
Hon,
 there is not 
much
 opportunity 
for  
self-expression
 and 
social  inter-
course in 
the classroom.
 In activ-
ities, the 
student finds 
expression  
and 
draws 
experiences  
so
 vital to 
the civic 
and social 
life he 
will  
have 
to
 live after
 he gets 
out of 
college. 
If 
good  
citizenship  
is one 
of
 the 
aims 
of 
education,  
then
 college
 has 
the 
right  to 
stress 
such 
activities
 
to 
meet 
the 
demands
 of 
present  
conditions.
 And
 if it 
puts 
emphasis
 
on 
them,  
certainly
 it 
is 
justified  
in 
compensating
 
those
 
taking
 
ac-
tive 
part 
in 
them.  
In my 
own 
way 
of 
thinking  
and 
looking
 
at 
things,
 
grades
 
don't  
count  
much.
 I 
do
 not
 
believe
 
grades
 
Indicate 
one's  
real 
ability
 
for  
rea-
sons  
that
 
need
 
no 
mention
 
here.
 
Still 
grades
 are
 
the  
basis
 
upon  
which  
school
 
judges
 
its 
students,
 
and 
upon  
which  
we
 
measure
 a 
student
 in 
relation
 
to 
another
 
And  
as 
far 
as 
I 
can 
see
 
grades
 
are  
the 
only 
tangible
 
result
 
of
 
our  
efforts
 
in 
school.
 
As 
such,
 
students.
 
in 
one 
way  
or 
another,
 
strive
 
for
 
the
 
best
 
grades
 
possible.
 
Now,
 
in 
this
 
competition
 
for
 
for 
grades,
 
the
 
student
 
devoting
 
part
 
of 
his  
time
 
to 
activities
 
is
 
at
 a 
disadvantage.
 
Other  
things
 
equal,
 
he 
gets  
lower
 
grades,
 
be-
cause  
he
 
diverts
 
some
 
of
 
his  
time
 
to 
extra
-curricular
 
work.
 
In 
grading,
 
the
 
professor
 
does  
not  
take
 
into
 
account
 
whether
 
or
 
not  
a 
student
 is 
taking
 
extra
-curri-
cular
 
work.
 
It 
would
 
be
 
unfair
 
to
 
other
 
students
 
of
 
he
 
did.
 
He
 
grades
 
the
 
student
 
according
 
to 
his
 
work
 
in 
class. 
Should
 
not
 
the
 
student
 
taking
 
extra
-curricular
 
work
 
entitled
 
to
 
be 
compensated
 
for  
this
 
loss
 
in
 
the
 
class
 
room
 
and
 
his  
efforts
 
in 
ac-
tivities
 
which
 
have
 
become
 
part
 
of 
college
 
work?
 
To
 
be
 
sure,  
there
 
are
 
students
 
who
 
participate
 
in 
ac-
tivities
 
and
 
still  
do
 
excellent
 
work
 
in
 
classroom.
 
But
 
these
 
are
 
the
 
exceptional
 
few,
 
and
 
they
 
can
 
achieve
 
that
 
only
 
at 
the
 
expense
 
of 
their
 
health
 
-a
 
price
 
which
 
is 
(Continued
 
on  
Page
 
Four)
 
Lack
 Of 
Room
 
Is 
Hoop
 
Team
 Opens
 
Season
 
Claimed
 
Cause  
Of
 
With 
28-25  
Victory
 
Over 
Library
 
Confusion
 
Stanford;
 
Johnson
 
Is 
Star  
Need
 Felt 
For  
Place
 
To 
Hold
 
Conferences
 
On
 
Studies
 
Conduct
 
in
 the 
library,
 
though
 
much
 improved
 
at
 
first,
 
has  
been  
gradually
 
growing  
worse.
 
This
 
was  
the 
opinion  
voiced
 by 
the  
library
 
committee
 when
 It 
met  with
 Presi-
dent
 T. 
W.
 
MacQuarrie,  
and 
Miss  
Joyce
 
Backus
 
head 
librarian,
 
Thursday  
afternoon
 at 
4 o'clock
 in 
the
 
administration
 
office.
 
No 
immediate  
action, 
however,
 
Is
 
planned,
 as 
both  the
 
committee
 
and Miss
 Backus 
believe that
 much 
of 
the  confusion
 is caused 
by lack 
of 
room, and 
until  adequate 
facili-
ties 
have been 
built, San 
Jose
 State 
students  will have
 to struggle 
along  
with
 its library 
as
 best they can.
 
QUARTER'S
 REPORT 
Thursday's  
meeting
 culminated
 
the observation and weekly 
reports 
of the committee, which
 found that 
there
 is more confusion in the 
library during the day than at 
night.
 This is attributed to the 
greater 
number  of students 
in
 the 
library during 
the daytime. 
"One of the 
principle
 reasons for 
the 
difficulty in 
the  library is 
the  
lack
 of room", 
Miss Backus 
stated, 
land
 recommended 
that "when and
 
I if" 
an
 addition' is  
built, six 
con-
ference rooms
 be 
constructed  so 
that  students
 may confer
 about 
their
 
studies.
 
NEED 
ROOMS 
Both 
Miss 
Backus  and 
the libr-
ary 
committee  
believe that
 a room 
where  
math  and 
science
 students
 
can 
confer  is 
particularly
 
needed,  
as 
instructor
 
recommend
 
confer-
ence 
for 
these 
courses,
 and
 there
 
ences
 for 
these 
courses,
 
and  
there  
Is no 
other
 place
 but 
the 
library 
The  
committee,
 
formed
 
and  
head-
ed 
by 
Ronald  
Linn,
 
student
 
body  
president,
 
who  
represented
 
Kappa  
Delta  
Pi
 and 
the 
Student
 
Council,  
consists  
of 
Kathleen
 
McCarthy,
 
A.W.S.;
 
Jack  
Chappell,
 
Tau 
Delta
 
Phi;  
Frances  
Boogaert,
 
Black 
Mas-
que 
and 
Tau 
Gamma;
 
Bernadine
 
Owens,
 
Spartan
 
Spears;
 and
 Ho-
ward 
Blethen.  
Vivit  
Proposes
 
Prune
 
Bowl
 
For  
Valley
 
As
 
Rival  
For  
Rose
 
Bowl
 
By 
DAVID
 
VIVIT
 
Pasadena
 
has
 
its 
Rose
 
Bowl,
 
New  
Orleans
 
its  
Sugar
 
Bowl,
 
and  
San
 
Francisco
 
its  
East-West
 
game
 
all 
good
 
football
 
games
 
played
 
for 
worthy 
causes.
 
Why  
can't
 
San  
Jose
 have
 Prune
 
Bowl
 
or 
some-
thing  
like
 
it? 
That  
game
 
with  
Whittier
 
was  
as 
good
 
as 
any
 
good  
game
 
and
 
that
 
kind
 
of
 
game
 
is 
what  
the
 
fans
 
like.
 It 
was  
a 
battle
 
between  
two 
conference
 
champions.
 
Its 
style
 
is 
familiar  
to 
an
 
earlier
 
If 
we 
can 
afford
 
to 
sponsor
 a 
post-  
work
 
of 
the 
same
 composer 
equally
 
season  
with
 
the 
Far  
Western
 
Con-
 
well-known
 
the  
incidental  music 
to 
ference
 
champion
 
to 
meet
 a 
South-
 
Shakespeare's
 
Midsummer
 Night's 
em 
Champion
 
such
 
as
 
Whittier,
 
or
 
Dream."
 
Northern
 
Conference
 
champion
 
There  
are 
a 
number
 of first 
rate
 
such
 
as
 
Willamette
 
I 
believe
 
such
 
musicians
 
in 
this 
unusually
 
large
 
a 
game
 
would
 
be
 
successful.
 
San  
Jose
 
has
 
the
 
advantage
 
of 
being
 
nearly
 
at 
the  
center
 
of 
California
 
or 
the  
Pacific
 
Coast
 
for  
that
 
mat 
By GIL BISHOP
 
A fighting 
bunch  of Spartans
 pulled 
the 
opening
 
game
 
out of the fire 
Friday
 night, subduing a 
basket
-crazy  
squad  
of Indians by a not too impressive 
but 
exceedingly
 
satisfac-
tory 
score of 
28-25.
 A near capacity crowd
 
of 
partisan
 
State  
fans  went 
wild as H.C. 
McDonald's  
quintet
 of 
black 
  and 
white  clad
 
hardwood
 
art -
GLEE  CLUB 
AND VERSE
 is" triumP
 
CHOIRS 
OFFER  
PUBLIC 
PROGRAM 
ON 
THURSDAY
 
Climaxing 
the work of the
 fall 
quarter, the verse 
choirs
 and the 
women's glee club
 will combine 
December 
13 to offer a program 
unique in the annuals of San Jose 
State college 
entertainment  groups. 
The 
performance will be an in-
terpretation of the true spirit 
of 
Christmas and will feature 
secular  
and religious
 poetry. The verse 
choirs and the glee club will appear 
in separate 
numbers
 but will com-
bine to achieve their greatest
 emo-
tional intensity of effect. 
In two numbers The Story of the 
Shepherd, and the poem Mother-
hood, the humming of 
the glee club 
will form a phraseless background 
for the speech pattern of choir 
members.  
The  Negro and Japanese verse 
choirs, two 
of the several choirs 
appearing in the program will be 
featured in separate numbers , 
adapted to their individual 
treat-
ment. 
Continuity of 
idea and intensity 
Nobs 
instrumental.
 The 
score  see -
of 
interest  will be 
maintained  in 
sawed 
back 
and  forth 
with 
never 
the 
program
 by a close 
integration 
more 
than 
three  
points  
separat-
of music with 
verse in both 
spirit  
ing the
 two 
teams.
 
and
 
idea.  
SPARTANS
 
OPEN
 
UP
 
Several
 of 
the carols and 
songs  Then with the 
score 
standing 
I 
used
 
by
 the 
women's glee club 
have
 
21-20 in favor
 of 
Stanford  and 
been
 sung
 in 
college
 
and  town 
pro- 
five
 
minutes  
left 
in 
the  ball game, 
grams 
by the
 
glee
 club 
each 
year 
"Soapy"
 
Johnson
 
dropped in a 
since 
its  
organization
 ten years
 ago
 beauty
 from 
far  
out
 on the
 west -
by 
Alma  
Lowry  
Williams  
of the ern 
sideline.  
Arnerich  
went
 in for 
music  
department
 who organized 
Johnson and 
sneaked
 past
 the 
the
 
club 
and 
who directs it today. Stanford 
guards
 to 
send 
the score 
The
 
presentation
 will be free
 to 
to
 24-21.
 Downs
 added 
another  to 
students
 
and  
outsiders  and 
there put the game 
where 
it 
looked
 
will
 be 
no 
silver
 
offering.
 
(Continued
 on 
Page 
Three)
 
Adolph
 
Otterstein
 
To
 Lead 
Symphony
 
Tomorrow
 
Night
 
By FENTON 
When
 
Mr.  
Adolph  Otterstein, 
music
 
head,  
lifts his baton 
tomor-
row 
night  
in 
the
 Morris Dailey Au-
ditorium,
 121
 
musicians  will be pre-
pared
 
to 
play 
one
 of the most col-
orful
 
program
 
numbers
 ever writ-
ten,
 
the  
delicate,
 spirited Fingel's 
Cave
 
Overture
 
by Felix Mendel-
' 
ssohn-Bartholdy.
 
symphony
 
orchestra.
 The
 
section
 
leaders
 
are  an 
unusually
 
competent
 
group.  
Many
 
of
 
them
 
are 
capable
 
of 
professional
 
symphony
 
orchestra
 
ter.  
work.
 
(Continued
 
on
 age
  
vading
 
Stanford
 
varsity.
 As 
far
 as 
basketball
 
is 
concern
-
xi, 
Friday's
 
game  
had  
every-
thing.
 From
 
Turner's  
opening  
buc-
ket from
 far 
out  on 
the  court
 until 
little 
blonde  
Bill  
Crawford
 
dropped  
in the
 cinching
 two
 points
 just 
before  the 
bell 
sounded,
 the 
game 
was red hot. 
Stanford 
started  off 
by
 running 
up 
a 5-0 lead 
on the 
Staters
 with 
two  long 
buckets
 by 
Turner
 and 
and Page's 
charity  shot 
account-
ing 
for the 
points.  Mel 
DeSelle  
broke the ice 
for State with 
a 
free throw, followed
 by Carl Bid -
die's looping basket 
and  another 
free shot by the Spartan captain. 
STATE
 LEADS AT HALF 
Dave Downs was injected into 
the contest and 
the fiery Los Ga-
tos mite 
proceeded to pep the 
McDonald 
team up to a high pitch. 
Time after time State took four 
or five shots at the hoop only to 
see them roll off 
of the rim, but 
Downs combined
 with the rest of 
the team to 
put State in 
the lead 
15-12  at the 
half. 
At the 
opening 
of
 the 
second
 
half, 
Stanford  
quickly  
closed
 up 
the gap
 with 
shots  by 
Moore and
 
MURRAY
 
QUALIFIED  
LEADERS  
Jan 
Kates 
cello 
section  
leader,  
played 
in the 
Chicago
 
Symphony
 
for  20 
years,  is 
a graduate
 of 
a 
Bohemian
 
conservatory
 
of 
music,  
and 
in 
addition
 to 
his 
duties  
as a 
member  
of the 
music
 
faculty
 
has  
occupied  
the 
first  
chair  of 
the  
cello
 
section
 for
 the 
last 10 
years.
 He is 
acknowledged
 as 
the 
most  
accom-
plished  
musician
 of 
the 
orchestra.
 
Frank  
Triena 
who 
has 
frequently
 
been 
heard
 in 
concert
 is 
concert  
master
 and 
leader 
of the 
first 
violin 
section.
 He 
has 
held  
this
 
position  
for  the 
last 
three 
years,
 and 
is 
outstanding
 in 
an 
unusually
 strong
 
violin 
section.  
FIRST
 
CHAIR  
Hazel  
Kirk  is 
the 
viola 
section 
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HOLIDAY SPIRIT   
. 
By
 
Michael
 
Angelo  
Editorials 
Criticizing  
Quad
 
Signs  
Panned  By Student, 
Faculty Man 
By JACK HANLEY 
In a recent 
editorial
 of the Spar-
tan Daily appeared 
an  unjustified 
criticism of our
 Rally Committee 
and 
Art department bazaar for 
their 
so-called
 non -legitimate ad-
vertising on our 
so-called beauti-
ful campus. 
No, our quad
 is not supposed to 
be a billboard, but why then, do 
we have and sponsor any such or-
ganizations 
if
 we are not willing 
to accept their advertising? It 
!seems evident to 
me that if these 
organizations
 
are 
criticized
 and
 
kindly
 asked
 not
 to 
advertise
 
their  
activities,
 then
 let's
 
abolish  
these 
organizations
 and 
in 
doing  
so give
 
things offend me 
when  they are in 
up the
 idea 
of 
student
 
body
 
govern -
bad 
taste rather 
than  merely 
be-
cause 
they are 
placed 
in 
obvious
 
The
 article 
went on 
to
 state 
that
 
positions. 
this
 type 
of 
advertising  
detracted
 
The 
Christmas
 Bazaar
 letters
 
from
 the 
beauty
 of 
our  
campus
 
were  
Christmassy
 in 
structure  
and  
and 
buildings.
 This
 may 
be true,
 
color;
 and 
what 
more 
appropriate
 
but it 
has 
been
 
proven
 in 
the past
 
setting  
could 
have 
been  
found?  
that 
without
 
extensive
 and
 
Really,  I 
could not
 regard
 them 
as 
thorough  
advertising
 
throughout
 
an 
"eye
-sore  
which  
disgraced  
the 
our 
campus,  
that  any 
given 
activity 
quad", 
although 
there 
have 
been
 
will 
not  be 
satisfactorily
 
supported
 
things erected in the 
quad 
to  
which 
by 
the 
students.  
I would
 apply your
 
description.
 
The 
Spartan 
Daily, 
which  
we
 all 
Regular
 bulletin 
boards  
and
 
The  
should
 
appreciate  
and 
compliment,
 
Spartan  
Daily 
are 
so
 full 
of 
so
 
is,
 
therefore,  
indirectly
 
banishing
 
many 
things that 
often
 
nothing
 
and 
criticizing
 
the  
cause
 and
 prim- 
stands out in 
particular.
 
They 
may 
ciple  
that
 it, 
and  all 
of us, 
as 
not 
have the 
necessary
 
"pulling
 
a 
Student
 Body,
 
should
 be 
whole -
power" 
to accomplish
 
many  
a 
heartedly  
supporting,
 
that  of 
aid -
By GUY 
G. GEORGE 
ing
 in the
 
achievement
 
of 
success
 
for our
 
activities,  
as a 
whole.  
After 
all, 
which  is 
most 
im-
portant,
 the
 
advertising  
of our
 
activities
 and 
assuring
 their 
suc-
cess or 
the 
sentimental
 
admiring
 
Oh, Mr. Editor 
How can 
you be so cruel? For 
once  the Art Department gave the 
dandelions something 
to be proud 
of! But you 
having mounted your 
charger, must ride on to fray, I 
suppose. Why not charge the 
paper  
lunch bags daily, in their campaign 
to keep the campus from being 
"disfigured." 
I suppose there is no more thor-
ough -going critic of 
advertising  on 
the campus
 than myself. I do not 
like a lot of noise, like posters 
tacked on trees, signs  hung 
over 
archways, and posterstands in hall-
ways and on 
lawns. And yet, these 
rear wall of 
the
 
au
good 
spot. I have
 
tried
 to lertse 
it)
 
of 
the 
exaggerated
 beauty
 of our
 
campus.
 
Personally,  I 
th'.nk 
that the 
State  
Alumna
 
Receives
 
sooner
 
we 
get  
wise
 to the key-
 Position 
On 
Faculty
 
Of
 
note
 
assuring
 
the  
success  
of
 our 
San Jose 
Heald
 
College
 
activities,
 the
 
better,
 and 
in 
closing
 
- --- 
- 
may I 
suggest
 that 
this 
key -note 
With 
a 
completion  
of 
a 
course
 
at 
is 
none  
other  
than
 
good
 old 
ad- 
Welds college
 in 
San 
Francisco
 
vertising
 
and  
more
 of 
it. 
GET  
following her 
attendance
 
at 
Heald's
 
WISE, 
YOU 
SPARTANS!
 
college
 at 
San 
Jose,  
Miss
 
Pear  l 
Eberhart  who
 
graduated
 
from 
PERRY
 CHOSEN
 
TO
 
HEAD State in '31,
 has 
secured
 
a 
pool
-
PRIVATE
 
SCHOOL
 
SOCIETY  
Don
 on the 
faculty
 
of
 
Heald's
 
col-
lege of San 
Jose. 
She  
was 
ap-
pointed
 to 
the 
position
 
Monday.
 
Virginia
 
Perry
 
was 
elected
 
Miss  Eberhart 
was  
Physical
 
Bin
-
president 
of the
 
Private  
School 
cation
 
Major  
While  
at
 
State  
and
 
club 
at
 a 
meeting  
Friday
 noon
 in 
active
 in 
sports 
of
 all 
kinds.
 
She
 
Room
 
20. 
attended
 
California
 
University
 
Other
 
officers  
chosen
 
were 
Cath-  after her 
graduation
 
from
 
State,
 
erine
 
Schick,
 
vice
 
president  
and
 after
 
which she 
went 
to 
the
 
busi-
M 
Ne
 
etti 
secretary
-treasurer. fleas
 college 
for  
training.
 
ditorium
 
worthy purpose. 
I 
incline
 
to
 
view  
that 
properly
-regulated
 
"outdoor"
 
advertising  
on
 the 
quad 
may  
be 
almost
 necessary
 
and  
not 
so   
E
-K CLUB
 TO 
HAVE  
XMAS  
is
 a 
NOTICES  
shocking
 if 
artistically
 
done.  
(The
 
DINNER  
PARTY  
AT YWCA: 
MEMBERS
 TO 
BRING
 TOYS 
MEV 
NOTHING
 
TO
 
SAY
 
' 
"You
 can 
tell
 
your
 
paper:,
 
great
 
man
 
said,
 
1 
refused
 
an
 
interview.
 
I 
have
 
nothing
 
to 
say
 
on
 
the
 
et% 
tion,  
sir; 
Nothing  to 
say
 
to
 
you."
 
CHRISTMAc
 
Just Among 
Ourselves  
By Or. T. W. MacQUARRIE for happiness. I realize that the I 
students who need advice along this 
line 
probably  won't read this at all, 
hut I wonder if all of us 
realize 
the 
possibilities
 here? Now's the 
time
 to get your education.
 In 
making out 
your programs for 
I next quarter, take a little time , 
to think over the 
whole  situation. I 
The 
offering
 at San Jose State
 is 
enormousart,  music, 
literature,
 
dramatics, science,
 professional 
training 
in many fields. 
So much' 
that will contribute to 
one's future 
happiness. You 
have the oppor-
tunity now,
 and you'll never  
have 
it 
again. If you 
don't accept it, 
please  don't 
come  back in 
a few 
years and
 tell me you're sorry 
you didn't take my 
advice  Be
 
sorry  
if you want 
to, but don't bother 
me about it. The time is past 
for 
action.
 
Many students do realize 
the 
situation
 and they are planning 
to extend their courses one or 
two 
years. 
It's  great to be able to take 
what you like without require-
ments. Many students 
who have 
already taken extra years have 
expressed 
their keen satisfaction. 
I know it's worth while. And re-
member  this, we're not looking for 
! students. We have 
plenty.
 It's your 
own
 good that
 interests 
this col-
lege. If 
you can 
manage
 
to fin-
ance
 an extra year 
or two, it will 
probably pay large 
dividends
 in 
the  future. Think 
it over and 
make  
your plans accordingly.
 
Note:
 This column
 Is personal 
between 
the president
 and the 
col-
lege. Outsiders
 are requested
 not to 
make 
use  of this 
material. 
When
 I was 
principal  of 
an ele-
mentary  
school 
many 
years 
ago,  
one of 
my 
duties  was
 to visit
 the 
boys  and 
girls who
 were 
not  mak-
ing 
satisfactory  
progress.
 One day 
a 
little 
fellow  came
 in with
 a 
note 
from his 
teacher. 
He
 was a 
Russian
 Jew, a 
rather
 frail look-
ing 
little fellow,
 thick 
glasses, 
worn
 clothes. He had
 come over 
to this 
country  in the
 horrible 
steerage 
of an 
immigrant  ship,
 and 
his  short life 
had  not been a 
happy 
one. He looked at 
me wonderingly 
as 
I read the 
note. "Herbert",
 I 
said, 
"Miss  White tells 
me
 you are 
not 
working  very 
hard these 
days.  
How about it?" 
"Not working", 
he 
almost shrieked "I learn everything 
I can. For 
why shouldn't
 I get 
learning when 
my
 father pays 
the  
taxes?"
 
I am 
beginning 
to
 get reports
 
now of our non
-workers.
 
No
 lan-
guage handicap, no 
steerage,
 no 
malnutrition,
 but the 
fathers
 still 
continue to 
pay the
 taxes.
 Part of 
it, of course, is just 
laziness,  part 
is caused by poor work habits, 
part is confusion resulting 
from  
an indefinite objective, and part 
Is a lack 
of
 ability, that 
requires
 
great
 effort to 
overcome.  
But why shouldn't we get all 
we 
can? 
Even a little 
education,  
a 
small  
gain 
after an 
effort 
makes
 
Mr. Oscar 
Green, of All 
Saints
 
Episcopal
 
Church,
 Palo 
Alto, 
will 
be the 
speaker
 
for  the Trinity
 
Stu-
dents 
Monday, 
December
 10,
 at 
12:15 in room 2 of the Home Econ-
omics 
building.
 Everyone is invited.
 
Bring 
your 
lunch.
 
REWARDfor
 the 
finding
 of 
a 
black  
and white Schaeffer 
fountain 
pen, lost before 
Thanks-
giving 
vacation.  Phone 
Dorothy 
Nelson  
at B. 
4371.  
LOST
 
A 
black  
overcoat which 
was  left 
on the 
stage
 of the Morris  
Dailey  
auditorium
 after the production
 
of 
"Death
 
Takes  A Holiday" 
is 
miss-
ing. 
Anyone  
knowing 
anything  
about 
it
 please see
 Mr.
 Gillis in 
room
 51 
Immediately.
 
The 
ht-ls: club,
 Miss 
Emily  De 
Vore's kindergarten
-primary
 
group,  
will have a 
Christmas
 
dinner  
and 
party 
at the 
Y.W.C.A.
 
Thursday  
December
 13, at 5:30
 
p.m. 
A 
five -cent toy for
 a 
small 
child 
will be 
brought
 to 
the 
meeting
 by 
each member attending. 
Madge 
Kunzman 
is 
chairman
 of 
the 
decoration
 
committee,
 and
 Ca - 
quarter
 
using
 
the
 
new
 
n 
committee
 
system
 
were
 
sir
y' 
therine Fisher is 
chairman
 of 
the  
Sviniceithp,repsriedseindtr:
 
cult!
 
e 
JUIW
  
nt
 
soth 
speocrrteetra.
 
ry;
 
Gilbert
 
Fisk°
 
1'  
  
Evelyn  
Roudine,
 
who
 
are
 
n 
please 
return  
to Lost and 
Found.  
o"
 
urer;
 
and
 
Josephine
 
Der
 
dent
 
teacher.
 
student
 
teaching,
 
spoke
 
group
 
on
 
the
 
problems
 
of
 
tke:
 
Fay
 
Adams
 
Ronald
 
LostSheaffer Eversharp
 
pencil 
with name 
C. McNally. 
Finder
 
program
 committee.
 
It was requested  
by 
the 
leader
 
of the 
group that 
all 
members 
planning
 
to
 attend 
sign 
their  
names  
to a list 
on the bulletin
 
board  be-
fore 
Tuesday  
noon.  
And  he 
talked  
till
 
the
 
sun 
mg 
down
 
And
 the 
chickens
 
went
 
to Not 
And  he 
siezed
 
the
 
collar
 
of 
t,
 
poor
 
young
 
man,
 
And  never his
 
hold
 
he
 
loosed
 
And  
the sun
 
went
 
down
 
and
 
lb 
moon  
came
 up, 
And  he talked
 
till
 
the
 
dawn
 
of 
dh 
Though  he 
said,
 
"On
 
the
 
subjt  
mentioned
 by 
you,
 
I 
have  
nothing
 
whatever
 
to 
say'
 
nd 
down 
the 
reporter
 
droppe,h
 
sleep 
And 
flat on the 
floor
 
he
 
lay:
 
And 
the last he 
heard
 
was  
great  
man's  
words,
 
have
 nothing
 at 
all
 
to
 say." 
STIFF
 
AGAIN  
The 
moon  came 
over
 
the  
manta
 
ror 
lovers, not for 
me
 
Stars fell on Alabama 
A helluva sight to see 
Stardust
 
Two cigarettes in the dark 
For lovers not for me 
Smoke gets 
in my eyes 
Dam hard 
for me to see 
Judie 
Keep on doing 
what you're dt 
A girl says
 to me 
The bear 
went over 
the mourn 
Sounds  
like
 a good 
place to
 
It 
All 
Ala 
ketaoshrdvbxzflflff12378,
 voisdi'M 
much  
better,  
appears  
to me 
;lsjdthf 
tyeuwoomdc23(0!;10k)t'
 
23.n&bF%  
:LK$*?....$5MWekt
 
Chinaton
 
Pi  Omega
 
Pi
 
Has
 Xna 
Party  Santa
 
Claus
 
Via 
Santa  Claus 
was  
the 
preS0  
officer  of 
Pi 
Omega
 
Pi,
 
coomO
 
honorary  
fraternity,
 
when
 
a 
group
 
met  
Tuesday
 
evening
 
Ars
 
home
 
of Mr. 
and  
Mrs.
 
FA 
worth,
 125 
N. 
11 
street,  
for 
tin 
annual  
Christmas
 
party.
 
Red  
and 
green
 
decorations
 
r. 
Christmas
 
trees  
with
 
colored
 tlIg 
and
 
balls,  
were  
the
 
setting  
the
 
meeting
 
which
 
included
 
exchange  
of 
gifts,
 
games,
 
fet
 
supper,
 
and  
the
 
shoensi
 
ge
 
motion
 
pictures
 
by
 
Geor
 
61 
antyne. 
rs on, 
Besides
 
several
 
alumni
 
meruk,
 
e 
guestsmr.
 
were 
Dr.
C. 
Kene
 
r.
 
Earl
 
i 
 
Rae 
0.
 
whiz.
 
MANY
 
ATTEND
 
MEE%
 
OF
 
GENERAL
 
ELEMENT
 
MAJORS:
 
ELECT
 
OFFICE.
 
Fifty
 
members
 
were
 
F l i n e
 
t:
 
erttl
 
acquaintedThursday
 
in 
room
 
1 
of
 
lIr 
economics
 
building.
 
nlelr
 y 
meet:
 
maijo,-
 
Officers
 
chosen
 
for
 
the  
SAN 
JOSE,
 C 
\EIFORNIA.
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rO 
SAY
 
th paper' 
view.
 
Y
 
on
 
the
 
qss. 
the 
sun  s, 
rent
 
to
 
toot
 
collar
 
of
 
n. 
he
 
loosed
 
down 
and 
le
 
dawn
 
of
 
dr
 
On
 
the
 
eubee
 
tever
 
to 
say'
 
atter
 
dropped::
 
oor
 
he
 
lay:
 
heard
 
was  
ordS,
 
all 
to 
say"
 
I1GAIN
 
r the
 
mouri:  
me
 
ama 
see 
Stardust
 
he 
dark 
me 
eyes
 
o see 
Jo& 
1 
you're  del 
r the 
mom.: 
place  
to 
be
 
All 
AIX 
12378,
 
nor;
 
are 
to 
me 
:IMO
  
Chinatom
 
Has
 
Xma
 
Claus  
Viii 
as 
the
 
presd"
 
ca 
PL coax" 
ty,
 
when
 
3 
y evening g 
I 
Mrs.
 
Ed
 
9 
street,
 
for
 
X 
party. 
decorations
 
c 
th
 
colored
 
IS" 
the  
setting
 
" 
11 
included
 
wile& I 
the
 
showial
 
y
 
George
 
slumni
 
hi. Earl ST' 
r C. KelleY'/' 
In. 
D
 
MEET\
 
LEMEN11:
 
:T
 
OFFICE'
 
were  
'gee
 
y MajOr5 
1 OI the° 
for 
the 
new
 
norsis
 
were  
Dorothy
 
P'
 
Inc
 Cuthbert' 
Fisher,
 
Or,
 
inc 
Deng
 
maid
 
Lin"
 
ho Ste 
spokeliii
 
lems
 
Cagers
 
Halt
 Last
 
Minute
 
SOCCER ENDS 
SEASON
 
Rally
 
To
 Defeat
 
Stanford
 
'NITH
 1-1 
DEFEAT; 
CARDS
 
(Continued
 
from
 
Page  
One)
 
Sports
 
Stanford 
POWER 
IN 
'MIN
 
as 
though
 
Stanford
 
was  
out 
of 
the
 
Girl's
 
°ports
 
picture
 
with
 
only  
three
 minutes
 
Stanford
 soccer 
team  
defeated
 
Id 
I.
 
STANFORD
 
RALLIES
 
Then
 
in
 
quick  
succession
 
Cowing
 
and
 
Lindsay
 
both
 
tallied,
 and 
State
 
had
 
a 
bare
 
one
 
point  
margin.
 
Cap-
tain
 
Page
 
was
 
given  
a 
free
 throw
 
when
 
State
 
took
 
too
 
much time
 
and
 
missed
 
the
 
tying  
basket.
 
With
 
just
 
seconds
 
left
 
in 
the
 
game,
 
Crawford
 
came
 
out 
of 
a 
melee
 
under
 
the
 
Stanford
 
basket 
and  
curled
 
in
 
an
 
overhand
 
shot 
for  
the
 
last
 
basket
 
of
 
the 
game.
 
It 
is
 
useless
 
to 
try 
and pick 
out: 
one
 
outstanding
 
man  on the 
Slate
 
team,
 
but  
if
 
there  
was
 one, Dick 
Johnson
 
was
 
it.
 
"Soapy"  
played
 
a 
beautiful
 
floor
 
game  
and dropped
 
in 
a 
pair
 
of
 
much  
needed 
baskets.
 
Captain
 
Biddle
 
also
 showed
 
well  
after
 
starting
 
out 
slow. Drexel
 
played
 
a 
great
 
game  
until  
forced  
out
 
on
 
fouls.
 
Davy  
Downs 
was 
lit-
erally
 
streaking
 
over
 the 
floor  
and  
led
 
the
 
scorers
 of 
the 
evening
 
with  
9 
points.
 
DeSelle,
 
Arnerich,  
Tay-
lorthey
 
all  
looked
 
good. It was 
a 
perfect
 
beginning
 
to
 what
 should 
be a 
successful
 
season.
 
SAN  
JOSE
 
FG 
FT
 
Concannon,
 
f 
0 
0 
Downs,
 
f 
4 
1 
Crawford,
 
f 
1 
1 
Holmberg,
 
f 
0 
0 
0'
 
DeSelle,
 
f 0 
2 
2 
Biddle,  c  
(C)  
2 
1 
5 
Isenberger,
 c 0 
0 
0 
Johnson,
 
g 2 
0 
4 
Arnerich,
 
g 
1 
0 
2 
Drexel.g
 1 
0 
2 
Taylor,
 g 
0 
1 
1 
TOTAL 
11 
6 28 
STANFORD 
FO FT Pts. 
Turner ,f 
2 0 4 
Anderson,
 f 0 
0 0 
Bost. f 1 1 
3 
Cowing,
 f 
1 0 
2 
Zamloch,
 f 0 0 
0 
Bell,  
c 
0 0 0 
Nobs,  
c 
1 2 4 
Page, g (C)
 
1 1 3 
Moore,
 
g 1 
2 0 
Gorter,
 
g 1 1 3 
Lindsay,
 
g 1 
0 2 
   
TOTAL
 
9 
7 25 
INTERESTING
 NEW 
BOOKS
 
RECEIVED 
SAYS
 
LIBRARIAN  
If 
you  
are 
interested
 in 
what 
'flakes
 
the
 
ocean  blue, what Novel 
Prize
 
winners
 look
 like, the history 
of 
the
 
umbrella,
 the 
ten 
greatest
 
minds
 
of
 
the  
world,
 
causes  
and 
cures
 
for
 
sea
-sickness,  and 
many  
other
 
subjects,
 
then  "Annualog",
 a 
book
 
put
 
out
 by 
the Scientific 
American
 
and  
based  on questions
 
written
 
them
 
from
 
time 
to
 time, 
Will
 
interest
 
you,  
according
 
to
 Mrs. 
Frances
 
Purser,
 
reference
 librarian. 
"Annualog",
 
however,
 is only one 
of 
the
 
new
 
books
 in 
the library.
 
The  
list,
 
covering
 a 
wide 
variety
 
of 
subjects
 
likely
 
to 
be interesting 
to 
the
 
college
 
student
 includea:
 
"Money
 
Changers
 
vs. 
the 
New  
Deal",
 
by
 
H.
 
E.
 
Barnes;  
"The 
Unknown
 
God",
 
by 
Alfred
 Noyes;
 
"America's
 
Recovery
 
Program".
 
based
 
on
 
the
 
William
 
J. Cooper  
Foundation
 
lectures
 
delivered
 at 
Swarthmore
 
college;
 
"Earth,
 
Radio  
and  
Stars",
 
by
 
H.
 
T.
 
Stetson:
 
"The
 
Problem
 
of
 
Stuttering",
 by 
J. 
M.
 
Fletcher;
 
"Yellow
 
Jack",
 
by
 Sidney
 
Howard
 
and
 
"Goodbye
 Mr. Chips",
 
by
 
James
 
Hilton,
 
25
 
YEARS
 
AGO
 
Miss
 
Helen
 
M.
 
Sprague
 wrote 
a 
Popular
 
Normal
 
school
 
song, which
 
W5
 
sung
 
to
 
the
 
tune
 
of 
Solomon 
Levi.
 
By
 
DOROTHY
 
MARTIN
 
000.oarbolkacolcaaace:Kexcw.o3:Kbo
 
In
 
a 
close
 
hitting
 
game,
 
Gerko-
vitch's
 
team
 
defeated
 
the  
women's
 
hockey
 
team
 
captained
 
by 
McNally
 
with
 
a 
1-0  
score,
 
Wednesday
 
after
-
nom]. 
At
 
half  
time
 
the 
score
 
stood
 
0-0,
 
and
 
keen
 
competition
 
continued
 
throughout
 
the  
play.
 
Gerkovitch
 
saved  
the
 
day  
when
 
she  
scored
 
the 
only
 
goal
 
of
 the
 
game,
 
in 
the  
second
 
half.
 
The 
results
 
of 
this  
game
 
named  
E. 
Gerkovitch's
 
team 
to 
play 
the 
sophomore
 
physical
 
education
 
ma-
jor 
hockey
 teens
 in 
the  final
 hock-
ey
 
tournament.
 
There
 will 
be a 
business  
meeting 
of Kappa Phi 
pledges
 
at 4:00 
o'clock
 Wednesday
 afternoon,
 Dec. 
12 
in Mrs. 
Bryant's  
office,
 room 
35. Following
 that, there
 will be 
the Pin 
Service  for 
Pledges. 
25 YEARS
 AGO
 
The dishes were 
kept in a cup-
board at the rear of 
the Assembly 
Pts. 
hall, and students using them were 
0 
asked to return them clean. This 
9 
duty  the "Times" stated had 
3 
been 
"sadly
 neglected" 
San Jose's shinkickers 
Saturday  
by a 4-1 score, and San Jose 
cinch-
ed for 
herself  and unenviable
 
posi-
tion of 
cellar  champions
 of 
the 
soccer 
circuit. 
The 
Spartans  opened 
the 
scoring  
activities 
for the 
afternoon,
 
when  
Olavarri kicked a goal in 
the 
first  
waiter, and 
San 
Jose  
was 
off  in 
the lead.
 The 
margin
 was 
short-
lived, however, as the 
Cardinals  
rushed the ball down 
the field, and 
after several attempts
 managed 
to get one by Captain 
Masson, 
San  Jose goalie. 
Again, 
just before 
the 
end of 
the first
 quarter, 
Stanford
 
kicked 
a goal. This gave the 
Stanford 
team a lead which they never re-
linquished throughout the remain-
der of the
 game. 
Some
 flashy playing was dis-
played 
by the Stanford goalie, who 
time  after 
time
 made seemingly
 
impossible  stops 
and kicked the 
ball out 
of danger. 
San Jose lost
 
several
 
scoring
 
opportunities
 be-
cause 
of the 
ability
 of the
 
goalie.
 
Four
 men 
Brecher,
 
Doerr  
and  
Rhines,  
played  
their 
last 
game
 for
 San 
Jose 
Saturday.
 
As 
most 
of the
 
players
 
were  
new 
this 
year, 
and 
will 
be 
playing  
next
 
DICK  
& 
MARY'S
 
DE
 
LUXE
 
SANDWICH
 
SHOP
 
NEX'I"10  
MISSION
 
THEATER
 
Our 
new 
policy   
Starting
 
Monday,
 
December
 
10th 
WE 
WILL  
SERVE  A 
COMPLETE
 
HOT
 PLATE
 
LUNCH  
INCLUDING
 
CHOICE  OF Sc
 
DRINK  FOR 
25c  
IN 
INTEGRAL  
CALCULUS  
WE 
CAN
 
SAY  
THAT
 
A 
FUNCTION
 15 
CALLED
 AN INTEGRAL 
OF ITS 
DIFFERENTIAL
 
<3 
PIPE 
CALCULUS
 
IN 
DIFFERENTIATING
 
BETWEEN
 
PIPE
 
TOBACCOS 
THE
 
iNTEGRAL  
OF 
PERFECTION
 
15
 'PA'." 
SPECIAL
 PROCESS 
WHICH  
REMOVES
 
ALL"BITE.
 
-GET
 
TO 
KNOW
 
MILD,MELLOW
 
 
PRINCE
 
 
ALBERT!
 
ONE
-ACT
 
PLAYS  
TO 
BE
 
PRESENTED
 
WEDNESDAY
 
Three 
one
-act
 plays
 are 
to be 
Presented
 
next 
Wednesday  at 8 
o'clock
 in 
the  
Little
 
Theater,
 under
 
the 
direction
 of 
members
 
of
 San 
Jose 
Players,
 while
 the 
actors 
and 
stage 
hands 
will be 
non-members.
 
No 
admittance
 
will  be 
charged,
 
but  
tickets
 
must  be 
obtained
 from
 
Speech  
instructors.
 
-- 
 
year, 
indications
 
point  
to
 a success-
ful
 
seasons  in
 '35. 
- - - - 
A.W.S. Begins 
Drive 
For Medicine Fund 
To
 
Accommodate 
Women  
A Medicine Fund for college wo-
men is being raised by the Asso-
ciated
 Women Students and will 
be 
distributed throughout the year 
by the Health and Hygiene 
de-
partment. 
A box to receive  contributions 
has been conveniently placed on the 
desk in the Information
 Office, and 
all women students are asked to 
donate  as much as they are able. 
LET 
US 
SUGGEST
 
SOMETHING
 
FOR
 CHRISTMAS 
We 
have
 just received 
a shipment 
of
 stationery 
bearing the
 distinctive
 
seal of the 
college  and 
a beautiful 
etch-
ing of the 
tower and 
main  entrance.
 
Each  box contains
 50 sheets 
of 
fine writing
 paper and 
24 envelopes.
 
Half the sheets 
are  etched as described,
 
half
 are plain for 
use as the 
second
 
sheet of a 
letter  or on any 
occasion 
when a 
plain  sheet is 
preferred.
 This 
is 
more  than twice 
the  number of 
sheets 
usually contained
 in boxes of 
college stationery. 
See the display of this 
attractive 
writing paper at the CO-OP. The price 
-65c. Other stationery at 45c and 75c 
per box.
 
COOPERATIVE
 
STORE  
-NOW 
WE 
CAN 
APPLY 
THE 
FORMULA
 
AND  
,ER
 
ETC.,
 
NOW
 LET5 TOUCH
 ON 
THE 
INTEGRATION
 
OF 
RATIONAL  
FRACTIONS
 
-THERE'S
 
THE -DECOMPOSITION
 
OF
 
FRACTIONS
 
, 
WHICH  
15
 ----
OsioriabL1934.11.
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'OPE
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1. 
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SPECIAL
 
PROCESS
 
V A 
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-RECIPE
 
REMOVES
 
THE  
BITE  
TOBACCO 
MILDER 
V 
CRIMP
 CUT
 
V 2 
OUNCES
 IN EVERY TIN 
V 
LARGEST
-SELLING
 
SMOKING
 
TOBACCO  
IN 
THE  
WORLD!  
V LONG
 
BURNING
 
PRINCE
 
ALBERT
 
THE 
NATIONAL
 
JOY SMOKE
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PLAN
 JINX
 FOR
 
121
 
Musicians  
Will
 
JANUARY 18: 
COSTUME
 
Play
 
In 
Orchestra
 
Four
 
Campus
 
Groups
 
PRILF
 ILi BE 
GIVEN  
Unique entertainment
 
is being 
planned around the "Circus" theme, 
for the annual 
Womens'
 Jinx Jan-
uary
 18, reported Beth Simerville, 
president 
of W.A.A., at a 
meeting 
of 
A.W.S. council 
last Thursday 
afternoon in 
the A.W.S. room. 
Smock  'n Tam and Spartan 
Spears will cooperate with 
Eliz-
abeth Simpson, general chairman, 
by taking charge
 of refreshments 
and 
decorating  the 
womens'
 gym. 
Jean Sellers was appointed to 
make 
arrangements 
for checking wraps. 
Any 
type of costume will be 
appropriate for the general nature 
of the theme, and prizes will be 
awarded for the best. All women 
asked
 to look up or make a cost-
ume during the 
Christmas  vaca-
tion; so that they win have it 
here
 
for the night of the Jinx. 
(Continued from Page One) 
leader.  She has had first chair for 
two years 
and  like most of the 
orchestra, is a music major. 
Clifford Cunha, second
 violin sec-
tion leader is a 
sophomore
 here, 
and a graduate of the
 local high 
school. 
He is a diligent student of 
the  instrument, 
and his work is 
very well thought of by Mr. Otter -
stein.
 
John Wing
 is State's number
 one 
flutist.
 As proof of his 
ability one 
need only cite his 
winning  of the 
State  championship
 in a flute 
con-
test while
 he was attending
 high 
school in 
Modesto. 
CLARINETIST LEAD 
Thomas
 Eagan is the 
orchestra's
 
leading 
clarinetist. 
Mr.  Eagan 
graduated 
from State 
two years 
ago, 
and since 
that  time 
has
 been 
teaching
 the 
woodwind  
section
 on 
the 
local 
faculty.
 He has 
been a 
section 
leader  for the 
last six 
years.
 
FEELING  
"BLUE"?
 
LEAF
-TOBACCO
 
EXPERTS
 
AGREE:
 
" Camels  
are 
mode  from
 
finer,
 More 
Expensive
 
Tobaccos  
Turkish  
and 
Domestic
 -- than 
any 
other
 
popular
 
brand."
 
Copyright. 1034. 
K.
 
J. fteynoltle
 
TubaCCO
 
company  
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Drive
 
Students
 
Should
 
VERSE
 
SPEAKItt
 
For
 Toys 
Helped
 
By 
Be 
Rewarded
 
ILi.AppEAp
 
(Continued
 from Page 
One) 
Four days 
remain
 
before
 
the  
I 
almost
 
too
 
dear.
 
toys 
under the 
Spartan
 
Daily  
It 
may  
be admitted  that 
since 
PARTY
 
Of
 
R!B110
 
these
 
activities
 
are valuable to the 
HIES
 
Christmas  tree are 
transferred
 
to
 
the pack of 
Santa  
Claus
 
Carl
 
Odell of the San 
Jose 
Fire  
De-
partment to be 
distributed
 
among  
San Jose's 
underprivileged
 
children
 
at a Big 
Christmas  
party  
Decem-
ber 21. 
Cooperating
 with 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily 
in pushing the 
toy  
drive  
are  
Black Masque 
senior  
women's
 or-
ganization; 
Spartan
 
Spears,
 
sopho-
more women's honor
 
society;
 
The  
Bibliophiles,  
library
 
group;
 
and 
members of 
the A.W.S.
 
council.
 
A 
large 
box  filled 
to the 
brim 
with toys of 
every  
sort
 was
 de-
livered
 by 
special  
messenger  as 
a 
climax to last 
week's 
campaign.
 A 
bit of 
sleuthing 
revealed 
that the
 
Globe Printing 
Company,
 
printers
 
of the Spartan 
Daily,  
was  
the 
donor.
 
individual
 
student,
 and since they 
are 
optional,
 
they  may  be taken
 
for 
what
 they 
are worth. The 
student
 
gets 
personal gratifica-
tions,
 
self-expression,  publicity and 
valuable
 
experiences,  and these 
more
 than 
compensate  the 
student 
taking 
part 
in
 them.
 
But there 
are  intangible 
things. 
And  in this 
materialistic
 world 
we
 strive for 
things  tangible. 
If
 
these 
intangibles  can 
be
 presented 
by a 
tangible  "credit", I believe 
the 
student taking 
part in activities
 
will 
derive  more 
satisfaction.  
MANNING
 
SMITH,
 '35 
 
Student
 of 
Journalism.
 
Newspaper
 work 
calls  for 
the
 
active
 
type
 of 
person 
with plenty of 
natural,  
vibrant
 
energy,
 as 
Manning  Smith, 
journal-
ism 
student,
 
well
 
knows.  He says: "You've 
got 
to
 be 
a 
hustler
 in the newspaper 
game! 
There's
 
lots 
of 
'leg 
work' and head work, 
tooand
 
both  
use up plenty 
of
 energy. 
When
 
I'm 
feeling
 
kind
 of 'low' generally,
 I 
smoke 
a 
Camel,
 and 
the right
 words 
come 
to 
me
 
more  
easily.
 I can think faster.
 When 
I smoke
 
steadily
 
during 
long  sessions at my 
typewriter,
 
Camels
 never jangle my nerves." 
You are invited to tune in on 
THE
 
NEW  
CAMEL 
CARAVAN
 
featuring 
WALTER
 O'KEEFE  
ANNETTE
 
HANSHAW  
GLEN 
GRAY'S
 CASA LOMA 
ORCHESTRA
 
TED 
HUSING  
TUESDAY 
:oo 
P.M. 
E.S.T.
 
I 
9:00 
P.M.
 
C.S.T.
 
8:00 
P.M.
 M.S.T.
 
7:00P.M.
 P.S.T. 
9:00P.M.
 E. 
S.T.  
8:00  
P.M.
 
C.S.T.
 
THURSDAY 
9:30 P.M. 
M.S.T.  
0:30P.M. P. S. T. 
OVER 
COAST -TO
-COAST
 
WABC-COLUMBIA
 NETWORK
 
CONTRIBUTOR'S ISSUE 
This Is 
the
 
weekly  Contribu-
tor's Issue of
 the
 
Spartan Daily. 
The Spartan 
Daily  does not 
sponsor any
 of the 
opinions
 ex-
pressed In the
 signed 
articles.  
WALTER
 
O'KEEFE
 
- 
- 
- 
Mr.  
William
 
McCoard's
 
speaking  
choir  
will
 
entertain
 
Ili.
 
liophiles  
with
 
their
 
numbers
 
at 
Christmas 
party  
the
 
Society
 
y 
holding  next
 
Thursday
 
from
 
3 
te 
5 o'clock in 
room
 
120.  
All
 those 
attending
 
the
 
party'',
 
bringing  an 
inexpensive
 
toy 
t 
game  which 
will
 
be
 
added  
to
 
tte 
Spartan  Daily 
Toy  
Pile
 
and
 
kie 
distributed 
to 
the 
children
 
of
 St 
Jose.
 
Committee 
chairman
 
arP
 
beth
 Burke, 
decoration;
 
Ethel
 
Ca:.
 
roll,  
entertainment;
 
and
 
Alice
 
Le 
land,  refreshments. 
Members  are 
remined
 
to
 
pit 
' 
their  R.S.V.P. 
notes  
in 
the  Isi 
provided
 for 
them 
in 
room
 
DI 
V.§.? 
BUSINESS 
GIRL.  Eve 
Mil-
ler,New
 York 
department. 
store
 
executive,  says: "I 
smoke Camels because I 
appreciate
 mildness 
and 
delicacy of 
flavor. And 
Camels 
give me a 
'life  
when my energy is 
low
and never upset my nerves.* 
eau'
 
FAMED  
FOOTBALL
 
REFEREE
 
Tom
 
Thorp  
says:
 
"The
 
'lift'
 you 
get from
 a 
Camel
 
is 
valuable
 
to 
anybodY
 
whose  
job
 
requires
 
fast
 
action.
 And 
I 
know
 
I 
can
 
smoke  
Camels
 
as 
much
 
as
 
1 like, and  
they
 
will  
never
 
make  me 
nervous."
 
